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Have The Relationship You Want
Well, bud, you really did it this time. You cheated on someone you care about and don’t want to lose. Now you have to decide whether to tell them and how, exactly, you can even start that conversation ...
How to Tell Your Partner You Cheated and Still Save the Relationship
Vanessa Hudgens made the first move in her relationship with Cole Tucker after the met through a Zoom meditation group.
Vanessa Hudgens: I made the first move in my relationship
Vanessa Hudgens opened up on 'The Drew Barrymore Show' about her relationship with her boyfriend, Cole Tucker, and the unconventional way they first met.
Vanessa Hudgens Had “No Shame” Making The First Move With Boyfriend Cole Tucker
Melinda Gates told her friends that she was uncomfortable when she first met the late financier and convicted sex offender Jeffrey Epstein, according to the Daily Beast. Gates was frustrated about her ...
Melinda Gates Was Reportedly Haunted by Bill's Relationship With Jeffrey Epstein
Building a personal brand is akin to building a romantic relationship. It involves being inspired to become the best version of yourself; fostering and maintaining trust between yourself and your ...
Treat Your Brand Like a Relationship: 8 Ways to Reignite the Romance
My daughter and I were estranged from the time she was 16 until she was 28. I don't know why this estrangement happened. I haven't asked — and I won't.
Ask Amy: Mother, daughter should be brave and discuss the missing years in their relationship
After you’ve weighed the risks of losing or embarrassing your partner, if you still want to ask them about opening the relationship and they agree, you’ll have plenty of time to act on your ...
How to Talk to Your Partner About Opening the Relationship
We no longer believe we can grow together as a couple in this next phase of our lives,’ billionaire couple wrote ...
Bill and Melinda Gates seemed to have the perfect life and relationship - so what went wrong?
"If the relationship falls short of what you want, is it because your partner is really falling short ... Or is it that you have set the benchmark so high, that no one will ever live up to your ...
Relationship FOMO: How the fear of missing someone 'better' can bring down a perfectly good relationship
When friends and family disapprove of the relationship, step back and ponder on their opinions about your partner ...
When family and friends are against your relationship, you are dating a jerk
Kim Kardashian wept uncontrollably as she and her family announced the end of Keeping Up with the Kardashians on Thursday's episode.
Keeping Up With the Kardashians: Tears are shed as the family announces their show is ending
Tiffany Haddish is back to host the second season of "Kids Say the Darndest Things." She talks to us about her time on set and Common.
'I can be a kid again': Tiffany Haddish on 'Kids Say the Darndest Things,' relationship with Common
A more positive relationship with your money can help you feel more confident and empowered. So treat your money like a friend. Give it time and attention by checking on your spending, goals and debts ...
Millennial Money: Befriend your money and reap the benefits
Pete Davidson, reportedly dating Bridgerton's Phoebe Dynevor, said he's an open book. An expert said that can be good but it's a delicate dance.
Pete Davidson shared the 3 things that make a successful relationship. An expert said he's right about communication, but warned against oversharing.
Blinken offered no such commitment, instead reiterating the established Biden administration policy line on Ukraine. “We’ll continue to strengthen our security partnership in close collaboration with ...
What Does Biden Really Want in Ukraine?
Teresa Giudice blushed like a schoolgirl when talking about her new man on Wednesday's episode of The Real Housewives of New Jersey.
Real Housewives of New Jersey: Luis 'Louie' Ruelas is revealed as Teresa Giudice's new boyfriend
Hosted by Charlotte Casiraghi, and featuring, among others, Alma Jodorowsky, the salon explored the theme of “the young woman as writer and literary heroine.” ...
Want to Join the Chanel Book Club? Charlotte Casiraghi Shares a Preview from Provence
Buccaneers second-round draft pick Kyle Trask has a shot at backing up the greatest of all time, Tom Brady. TAMPA, Fla. — There has been plenty of reaction surrounding the 2021 NFL Draft class for the ...
What will the relationship between quarterbacks Tom Brady and Kyle Trask be like?
She recalls that Randall said, “‘You have to go see your mom,’ and Tess was like, ‘I don’t really want to talk to her.’ I think this is the beginning of a very hard relationship they ...
The Cast of ‘This Is Us’: Eris Baker Reveals ‘The Beginning of a Very Hard Relationship’
“Have a glass of wine, maybe two,” says Dr. Oyegbile-Chidi. But cap it at that if you want to still catch quality ... Ask Yourself About Your Pandemic Relationship, to Know If It’ll Last ...
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